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LEGALS
There is a lot of information available about Twin Flames and Soul Mates but what you are
about to hear from us is unique. While there will be unavoidable overlap in terms of content,
this material is not taken from, or available from any other source.
We don’t believe there should be any such thing as copyright on knowledge or spiritual
growth and if we are living in integrity, we must respect other peoples work and their
printed material. It is in that vein that we respectfully ask only that you acknowledge us if
you intend to pass on our materials too.

Twin Flames & Soul Mates

PURPOSE
The purpose of this eBook is to learn how to tell the difference between a TWIN FLAME and a
SOUL MATE.
Those already in relationships may feel unfulfilled if their existing partnership is not as
harmonious as expected, or if their partner is not at the spiritual level they believed they
would like them to be. Perhaps they feel/believe there is a higher, more “connected”
relationship still waiting for them to be discovered.
Twin Flame and Soul Mate relationships have inspired artists, writers, and composers
throughout the ages to express both love's exalted heights and tragic depths. In many of their
masterpieces, we can sense an inner understanding of Twin Flames/Soul Mates, their love for
one another, and their encounters with Karmic obstacles. They raise the questions about
eternal love.
You will find some of those answers here.
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WHAT ARE TWIN FLAMES/SOUL MAT ES?
The term “Twin Flame” is often confused with that of “Soul Mate” but the two are very
different. Twin Flames are literally one-and-the-same Flame. They are the same “Being” at
the level of the Original Spark. Some describe it as an Ovoid White Fire Spirit Egg. Others see
it as a huge Aqua–White Flame. It is believed this Flame or Ovoid Fire Egg was split to begin
sojourns to other dimensional planes and extend the creation of the God Source. This split
produced what we know as Twin Flames – two identical beings with the same Divine
Blueprint. From this original split, the Primary Twins each created offshoots of themselves
creating what are called ‘Lesser Twins’.
These Lesser Pairs of the Primary Twins may represent twinning aspects at specific chakras.
When it is time for the Primary or ‘Ascension’ Twins to begin their journey back ‘Home’, the
coming together of the Lesser Twins occurs first so that the necessary DNA code exchange can
be put in place, preparing the way for the ‘ascension’ of the Primary Twin pair. When Lesser
Twin pairs meet, there is usually one dominant chakra energy between them. This process
affords the opportunity for ‘perfecting’ specific chakra energies. This perfecting process
creates the DNA patterning necessary to pave the way for the Original/Primary Twins to meet
and ascend Home.
At first the Primary Twins enjoyed many incarnations together. They carried the creative
power of Source within them and, because of their perfect union they were able to create after
the pattern of Source. You could say their union produced the Power of Creation itself. They
lived on dimensions of peace and harmony. Other dimensions however did not have beings of
harmony on them and the further these fallen beings separated from God Source, the more
they would invade other systems for life force energy and the less able they were to reconnect
with God Source. As a result there were many inter-dimensional wars, invasions and more
and further separations from the God Head.
The Twins held the DNA codes the invaders needed to continue their finite existence without
God. The harmonious dimension the Twins were on was invaded and the males and females
were separated from one another. Each was told a lie by the invading beings. The males were
told that their female Beloveds were choosing to go with the males of the invading race. The
females were told that their male Beloveds were choosing the females of the invading race.
The truth was that both were lied to and taken against their wills, and divided. This event was
so traumatic that the memory imprint of it has stayed with each and every male and female
and is the cause for betrayals, suspicions, and mistrusts in male-female relationships to this
day.
This division also created the grief and loneliness many feel today in the longing for that
‘perfect love’ union once again. Since the separation, each Twin has gone on and lived many
individual incarnations having relationships with many others, and creating both positive and
negative karma in their individual sojourns. As more karma was created, the clear memory of
the Primary Twin began to fade. The only thing that has remained is the inner desire of most
humans to have a ‘perfect love’.
It is much the same as remembering there was once a ‘Paradise’ and now there is not. Some
say Adam and Eve were the Original Twins and this story points to the pain of Twins being
separated and the undermining of fallen beings to separate and divide Twins pairs in their
attempt to usurp the creative Power of God.
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MEETING YOUR ASCENSION TWIN
An ASCENSION TWIN can pop into your life when you least expect it and even when you
aren’t looking for it. It is a spiritual occurrence, and one that has been planned into existence
long before either of you arrived on Planet Earth. The meeting, down to the very moment, has
all been pre-coded into your DNA to switch on at precisely the right day, hour and place.
Unbeknownst to either one of you, the stage has been set and you walk onto the stage like two
actors who have agreed to this part long, long ago.

OUR STORY…
For us, the meeting was unnerving. Both of us were still in the aftermath of emotionally
trying relationships. We were on a planetary healing trip to Tenerife with a large group and
found ourselves cruising out to sea on a whale-watching boat to visit the dolphins and whales.
Our meeting on that memorable day was casual at first – just some nice words, but with a
disturbing recognition.
We didn’t connect much the rest of that trip, but saw one another again at another seminar
two months later in the USA. This was remarkable in itself since I am American and AHONU is
Irish. It was here the real connection began. It was obvious to me that this was being
orchestrated by something bigger than us. AHONU was responding telepathically to my
random thoughts at odd times and in odd circumstances during the seminar. It was
happening enough where I knew I needed to pay attention, even though I was annoyed at his
constant interruption in my thoughts.
I had been through a lot with 3 previous Lesser Twins, and wasn’t all that excited about
taking on another relationship. Ahonu had his own resistances for some of the same reasons.
Still, we went with it, like on cue, and by the end of the weekend we knew something special
was going on. We knew we’d be seeing one another again, that this was something that had
to be explored, resistances and all.
It was Spirit that revealed to us who we were to one another in a way that couldn’t be denied.
We checked and double-checked with our higher selves to see what was going on. Our egos
came in to protest, and protest, and protest, but in our still, quiet space, Spirit would affirm
and confirm our connection to each other. Not only did Spirit confirm it within, but Spirit
made it plainly obvious in our 3-D reality as well. We began to see odd revelations,
synchronicities and coincidences that needed no interpretation on our part. They were
blatantly obvious.
The specifics of our story is worth a good evening lecture in and of itself, but suffice it to say,
here we are. We were married under a year after we met, and since that time we have lived in
2 countries engaging head-on in the major growth of awareness our coupling has produced
within us. This took the form of teaching and lecturing together on a wide variety of spiritual
and planetary topics along with personal, group and planetary healing work. This period also
saw us increase our psychic abilities, accelerate our individual healing and revealed to us the
effect that Twin couples have as Planetary Grid-keepers. Many Twin couples help re-pattern
the Divine Masculine and Feminine and serve to help remap ancestral events and patterns.
Our unhealed egos have also reared their ugly heads, exposing our unhealed issues and taking
us down to bare bones on every level. You see, Ascension Twins are about going back Home
together. The difference between journeying as separate beings in the beginning and
returning Home TOGETHER is enormous. You are returning Home, not as one being, not even
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as 2 separate beings, but as a UNION in which each has become a Masterful, Sovereign Being.
This joint union of Mastership has a combined creative force that has the ability to create a
third presence by its very union. This third creation has the power to affect large areas of
land, individuals and groups in this collective journey back to Wholeness. Twin couples help
restore the Inner Paradigm of Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine as equal aspects of
Creation, both within and without. Because this is an alchemical marriage, it causes the inner
marriage of the individual as well as the expression in the outer.
In this process, FORGIVENESS takes a prominent position. The restoration to wholeness
cannot happen without it. It needs to be an active process personally, individually, as well as
through all past relationships. It then extends into our world arena, into history, and into the
Future. We are speaking of forgiveness that is the recognition of Original Innocence for
everyone. To agree to a Twin relationship takes commitment and maturity. To contract for it
is a Sacred Trust. This contract is agreed before incarnating, although, sadly, many Twin
couples break this contract, not being able to handle the personal and collective responsibility
of this Union.

BEFORE TWIN COUPLES MEET
Before Twin couples meet, there is usually a reconciling of karma that each Twin, as an
individual, has created in their sojourns through time. This will manifest in attracting unreconciled past life relationships of all kinds, serving in community/world contracts, reestablishing your own inner relationship with Source and many other issues. Meetings with
Lesser Twins and Soul Mates are common and necessary to set the tonal patterns and to clear
distortions in the DNA template. Some Twins go through many difficult experiences with
others first before they are ready to meet one another.
Choice is such an important factor in determining growth and inner purification. The
personality has to attain a certain degree of cooperation with Spirit in order for Twin couples
to be able to move through the accelerated testing and clearing that occurs in their
relationships. The awareness of the size and seriousness of the Twin contract is revealed
during these times, but Spirit’s help is always available. The high spiritual love felt by Twins
has a quality that makes the option of separation or division extremely painful. Twins know
they ARE each other. There is a comfort in one another, an easy compatibility, a benevolent
love whose heart is harmlessness, and an ancient recognition that goes far beyond any
recollection of time.
Twin couples need to remember WHY they have come together. The heights Twin couples
can travel together is eternal and limitless because they have the same Divine Template.
Their re-Union adds strength to anything they decide to do. This is also why it is important to
work through personal unhealed issues. Twin coupling causes MAGNIFICATION, and this is
true on both positive as well as negative levels.
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WHY TWINS DON’T RECOG NIZE EACH OTHER
Because of the millions of years of being separated from your Primary Twin, it can be very
difficult to recognize one another through the down-stepping of dimensions and the genetic
dilution that has occurred over so many lifetimes. This is the great tragedy of searching and
not being able to remember and why it is so important to be on your own path of inner
purification first.
Thankfully, our inner longing for re-union is the impetus that drives us to begin our own
spiritual path of Reawakening. We begin to search for Truth and this search starts to unravel
the veils of illusion we have carried through many incarnations and programming. Most
certainly in this process there will appear soul mate connections to stimulate soul memories
and expose unfinished business from other lifetimes. As these past cords are reconciled they
open the way for the meeting of Lesser Twin connections as preparation for the rejoining of
the Primary Twins through the perfecting of specific chakra and DNA strands. This process
can take many lifetimes to complete, working its way toward important Planetary Activation
Cycles when the Primary Ascension Twins can meet and have the cosmic opportunity to
return Home together.
Even in this process, it is still common that Twin meetings may still be unrecognized by one or
both. This is because there may still be distortions in certain chakras caused by past life
traumas or interferences by fallen beings whose aim it is to keep Twins separated.. These
distortions can manifest as incompatibilities on certain levels, causing the Twin pair to miss
seeing who one another is. This is different than in Soul Mate relationships, where attraction
is very strong. This is not to say that Twin couples don’t have a strong attraction to one
another – they do – it is at levels that go well beyond physical attractions into the realms of a
familiar and high spiritual love.
Twin meetings are very much about ‘going Home’. Going Home is not just a joining on
external levels - it is about the Inner Marriage of the Individual. This inner alchemical
merging is the result of clearing away our own personal distortions, ego distractions, and
unresolved attachments whether in our current life or in past lives. Because Primary Twin
meetings are arranged to coincide with Planetary Ascension/Activation Cycles, this timing not
only causes, but provides accelerated clearing and healing opportunities. Indeed, it is a
NECESSITY in order for Twins to complete their Ascension Home together.
It is important to mention that you or your Twin may not be ready to meet one another in
this current Cycle. Your Twin may not be in physical embodiment at this time. Your Twin
may be your child or friend or parent. If this is the case, be content to know that these
conditions are the perfect scenario for you and your Twin to achieve the highest attainment
possible at this time. You may have contracted to come in to fulfill other karmic or planetary
obligations. Although the love you experience with a Twin is all encompassing, the purifying
work involved can be extremely trying at times, depending on the unhealed issues contained
within each Twin. The magnification of these issues in the presence of your Twin makes it
impossible to hide anything from one another. This will be the most honest relationship you
have ever encountered and the most profoundly healing if both Twins are open to the
commitment.
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If you DO encounter your Twin, you will usually feel a very strange familiarity right away.
You will love them beyond human love – it will spark an ancient memory of knowing them at
levels where there is no explanation. You will never want to harm them in any way – to do so
is unbearably painful. You will sometimes look the same, but not always. You will know them
AS YOURSELF, not separate, but AS YOU. To hurt them is to hurt you. You will not want to be
separated ever again and you will defend this union with your life. If you are sensitive
enough, you will recognize that you and your Twin have the same VIBRATION – this is not
true of Soul Mates.

SPIRITUALLY, WHAT IS ACTUALLY HAPPENING?
The reunion of Twin Flames in this dimension is a victory for the Divine Masculine & Divine
Feminine. It is the restoration of the Original Blueprint before the great divide. It is
important to know this about Twin Relationships in order to truly understand them in their
most sublime as well as trying times. Twins facilitate expanded growth in one another, and
when they consciously create together they open doorways to realms of awareness and
healing not possible alone.

SUMMARY OF MAIN DIFFERENCES

TWINS
The core essence/Divine Blueprint is the same
Most often have planetary contract
Have ascension contract
Split off into separate incarnations
Create own Karma
Come back around during planetary cycles
Usually each cleared Karma before meeting
Heal any leftover Karma
Have the potential to return Home together
Bring all other selves with them
Have the ability to host others out
Hold ascension codes to aid Earth’s evolution
Union is at a high spiritual level
Is divine inner+outer male+female marriage
Usually have Grid-work contract
Get interfered with
Re-pattern/restore land areas
Heal ancestral Karma

SOUL MATES
Have shared many lifetimes
Can be:
 Parent/child
 Co-workers
 Siblings
 Lovers
 Husband/Wife
 Teacher/Student
Usually part of the same soul/ galactic family
Here to learn from one another
Here to get projects done
Here to work out unresolved Karma
Can be positive or very negative relationships
May come together to birth advanced children
Usually have a very strong attraction for + or Attraction can be very strong in specific chakras
Need to have personalities online with soul
purpose for relationships to last
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WHY ARE TWINS MEETING NOW?
It is a very auspicious time for meeting your Twin because we are in a Planetary Ascension
Cycle. Planetary Ascension Cycles occur every +/-26,000 years. Powerful Cosmic alignments
occur during these Cycles. These alignments bring in high-frequency currents which act as
stimulating forces for the accelerated growth and evolution of a planetary system. All life
forms in the system are offered the opportunity for advancement to a higher consciousness.
Not all life-forms advance during these cycles, some actually die out.
Twins will have an increased opportunity to come together at these times because the influx
of frequencies coming in makes it possible for an accelerated purification of all Karma,
personal, ancestral and planetary. Many people will experience many Soul Mate relationships
that come and go quickly, affording the opportunity for balance, completion, or fulfillment of
the past. The consequences of choices for positive and negative are felt much more rapidly
during a Planetary Ascension Cycle. Many Soul Groups incarnate together during these Cycles
to offer collective assistance in this time of accelerated expansion and purification. They bring
with them ancient healing abilities and the memory of advanced technologies. The Twin
Relationships bring with them added power and stability to these Cycles acting as Divine
Parents to these energies.
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SOUL MATES
A soul mate is a person with whom you have most often shared many lifetimes or worked for
many centuries on the same mission or the same initiation of the chakras - some parallel path
of soul development.
Soul mates can be parent/child, co-workers, siblings, lovers, husband/wife, or
teacher/student type relationships.
They are usually part of the same soul group or galactic family and are here to learn from one
another, reconcile past lives, and get projects done. They can be very positive or very negative
relationships. For this reason, many of these relationships do not last forever, but many do
last as well. The success of soul mate relationships is entirely dependent upon how well each
individual works to achieve harmony and progress. If Soul Mates do not bring past karma
into balance either while together or through the Law of Forgiveness, they will meet one
another in another lifetime to try again.
Soul Mate relationships have very deep connections and the attraction is very strong. These
attractions can span all levels and can be multi-purposed. Some Soul Mates come together to
complete or continue past lifetimes where their relationship was interrupted prematurely for
some reason or was left un-reconciled in some way. This could be a love relationship,
marriage, project, or family situation. Soul Mates can also be enemies who have not come to
peace and learned their lessons from one another. It is easy to mis-read the strong attraction
present between Soul Mates. Not all strong attractions should lead to romantic involvement,
and it takes great discernment and wisdom to know what these connections are for. Many
times old Soul Mates from past lives will enter a person’s life to reawaken or re-vitalize them
in some way. This is common when someone is in a marriage that seems stagnant - a Soul
Mate may appear to cause needed progress or change within an existing marriage, rather than
cause a divorce. I have done readings for many individuals who are married and have met a
soul mate and are struggling with whether to stay married to their existing partner or divorce
to be with their soul mate. It is helpful in these situations to have an Akashic Record reading
done to examine the relationships from the level of the soul and karmic influences. I have also
seen Soul Mates appear to remind someone to love themselves more or catalyze the removal
from an abusive situation.
Some Soul Mate relationships are extremely deep, loving, and harmonious. Others can be very
abusive and destructive, and they may enter a person’s life for the sole purpose of ending this
destruction. Sometimes the soul victory is in saying ‘NO’ and walking away. In these cases,
the attractive energy between Soul Mates is based on addiction and can easily be
misinterpreted as love precisely because the energy is so strong.
Soul mates may also come together to birth advanced children, as is very evident in these
times with the increase in Indigo, Crystal, and Rainbow children being born. The
parents/soul mates of these children will each bring to the union specific DNA codes to
support the needed frequency to birth these children. If this is the case, the contract is agreed
upon before incarnation. Some of these children will have contracted NOT to stay with the
birth parents, but many are born to the exact perfect parents, each causing accelerated
growth for all involved.
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WHAT ABOUT O THER RELATIONSHIPS
We can spend a lot of time going from relationship to relationship and never arrive at the
union that we desire, which is first the re-connection with our own Inner Self. As we grow
within ourselves, we attract those of like kind. Consider the journey Home like steps on a
ladder – as you grow in memory and clarity, you rise up another rung on the ladder,
accumulating higher frequencies. This frequency attract their own likeness, and on and on it
goes, culminating in the meeting of Soul Mates, then meeting Lesser Twins and then meeting
the Primary Twin. Sometimes these meetings occur on dimensional levels that are not
physical, occurring IN-BETWEEN physical incarnations. (Note: I am not speaking here of
having ‘astral relationships’. Astral relationships are always suspect, and are not true
encounters)
All relationships have value and contain the opportunity for growth. Friendships especially
are wonderful playing fields to practice the Laws of giving and receiving, love, compassion
and communication. It is important to check motivation in any relationship. Our motivations
dictate our results in any circumstance. If your Twin or Soul Mate partner has not shown up in
your life, it may be because you or they have committed to a world service contract or maybe
you will achieve the greatest growth going it alone. Sometimes it is because of past life karma,
and if this is the case, all past life karma can be reconciled through true forgiveness, which is
the recognition that life is eternal, that we all meet one another again, that love rules, and
everyone is innocent in God. Ultimately all forgiveness is SELF FORGIVENESS.
Like attracts to itself that which it is and you can only meet yourself where you are. All
encounters come from within first.

EXISTING RELATIONSHIPS?
How do we tell if a relationship we're in is keeping out our Twin Flame or Soul Mate or if it is
balancing karma? If there are a lot of problems, is it time for a divorce?
Well, it may or may not be. All relationships and unions deserve our best effort. However
there can come a time when separation/divorce is the enlightened conclusion. In other times,
the relationship may just naturally come to completion and both parties separate peacefully.
How you react, how you handle a situation, if your behavior is supportive or demeaning etc.
determines the karmic imprint. Every action contributes positive energy toward the higher
union or adds blockages to its attainment. Choice is always an important factor. Keeping love
as the highest motivator will be a helping yardstick in all your choices. Sometimes the loving
choice is to stay – other times it is to free one another if both parties are not evolving.
Countless possibilities exist for growth in relationships but one has to examine their own
heart to determine the real reasons they are there and if it is time to stay or go.
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CONCLUSION
Every person on earth is being drawn closer and closer to his or her Inner Twin Flame
whether they know it or not. This is the longing for every individuation of Source – to return
HOME to Union.
The journey of this search started the minute we individualized eons ago and now there
appears to be a growing urgency in this search as we progress through this Ascension Cycle.
In this time, frequencies are available for us to forgive many lifetimes in a very short period.
We thank you for being with us. Please contact us if we can be of any help to you.

Artwork by AHONU
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APPENDIX
Aingeal Rose & her Irish-born husband are a cool husband and wife team! Along
with all the healing work and Akashic Records readings they do all round the
world, they founded Holistic Ireland, the World of Empowerment Organization
and the Spirit of Love Project. Here is more info about them both …
ABOUT AINGEAL ROSE
Aingeal Rose has nearly 40 years of Metaphysical and Psychic
experience. She had a private practice in Chicago for over 25
years and since 2007 expanded her practice throughout the United
States and Ireland. She has transformed the lives of countless
people both in the USA and more recently in Ireland through her
workshops in Manifesting and Self-Healing, Personal Ascension
and 2012, Working with Homeopathic Color Remedies,
Exploring the Planes of Existence After Death, Beginner through
Advanced TAROT, Healing Spreads and more.
Through her Planetary Gridwork contract she has worked with whales and dolphins,
sacred sites, sacred geometry, planetary physics and the 2012 personal ascension process.
She is also a renowned reader of the Akashic Records. She has been a Master Tarot Card
Teacher for over 30 years and is a well-known writer of metaphysical eBooks which sell
all over the world from her own website at aingealrose.com.
Some titles include: Beginner TAROT, Indigo, Crystal and Rainbow Children, How to tell
a Twin Flame from a Soul Mate, to name a few. Beginner Tarot is available on
Amazon.com. Advanced TAROT Spreads and Exploring the Planes of Existence
After Death are heading for publication too.
Aingeal Rose also facilitates advanced healing sessions for her clients through KATHARA
HEALING. She also makes Handmade Fairies for customers around the globe. If you are
lucky, you may come across one for sale in a unique gift shop around the country! Each
fairy takes hours to complete as each displays its own unique characteristics. They are
spots of light in any home or office.
Aingeal Rose holds certifications in Psychic Laser Therapy, Kathara Healing Levels 1-3,
Soul Retrieval, Reiki, Cellular Re-patterning, and reading the Akashic Records.
How do you get started? If you are ready to have a reading or healing session with
Aingeal Rose in person or via phone just call her now at +1-224-588-8026, Skype at
Ahonu or Email Aingeal Rose at aingealrose@aingealrose.com.
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ABOUT AHONU
AHONU founded the first Holistic Health Farm and the first Holistic
website in Ireland in 1993. He and his wonderful wife Aingeal Rose,
went on to found The World of Empowerment Organization (which
promotes the development of personal power) and more recently, the
Spirit of Love Project (which builds a virtual shield of love around the
Earth).
Clients report that AHONU's gifts as a Spiritual Artist and healer have
hugely improved their lives and his Soul Portraits and Family Crests
have had positive effects on their immediate and extended family.
AHONU's first published work was called ~AHONU Portfolio 1~
and contains over 200 works of clients over the past 5 years. This
beautiful book of Spirit Art paintings can be seen here or
purchased from Amazon.com. You can also see a short video of
his work on YouTube and more of his pictures are available on his
Facebook profile.
The Spirit Art Gallery at AHONU.com is now the online
showcase for his Spirit Art, Soul Portraits, corporate logos and
Family Crests.
In 2008 he began painting ORIGINAL FAMILY CRESTS. We say ‘original’ because he
paints the family crest by tuning in to the vibration of the family name BEFORE there
were any distortions, wars, battles, wounds, or negative imprinting on the family name.
The result is a crest that has IMMEDIATE, POSITIVE TRANSFORMATIVE
IMPACT on a person’s life. We cannot say enough about the BENEFICIAL impact of
these and they are a testament to his deep healing and artistic ability.
In April 2011 AHONU and Aingeal Rose created the 'Spirit of
Love Project' – a world-wide collection of the Spirit of Love
images from people all around the world, and presented as a
rotating sphere of love encircling the Earth! See the sphere of
love here.
To have YOUR picture included in the Spirit of Love Project,
simply email your full name, city and country. Your Spirit of
Love picture will be emailed to you and a copy will go forward
into the collage. All are welcome! See the fast-growing Spirit of Love Gallery at
http://ahonu.com/gallery/index.php/spiritoflove
AHONU’s paintings are shipped all over the world and his Family Crest’s and Soul
Portraits include a comprehensive and deep analysis. His art portfolio is available on
Amazon.com, FineArtAmerica.com and the Spirit of Love Project website is
http://spiritoflove.ahonu.com.
For further information or to arrange an interview, painting, healing treatment or reading
with either AHONU or Aingeal Rose please contact us through our websites.
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AINGEAL ROSE CLASS LIST

MAHARIC RECODING CLASS - for Practitioners
This is an Energy therapy in which the practitioner sends Maharic Current (a combination of
soul energy combined with Christ current) up a client's Core Template within the anatomy for
the purpose of repairing and clearing distortions. Results range from a greater sense of
personal power, centeredness, grounding, enhanced intuitive abilities and ability to detect
subtle energies, clarity, increased energy, balance and more.
MAHARIC RECODING SESSIONS
Same as above, except it is the session one would come to receive a treatment.
MANIFESTING CLASS
A one-day INTENSIVE workshop designed to get underneath core programming that wreak
havoc and cause unproductive behaviors and outcomes in our lives - transforming them, and
redirecting our own life force energies.
It explores the realities one wishes to create, the blockages to this process, clearing the
blockages, and redesigning the thinking and feeling bodies to produce the desired outcome.
The program includes the following:












Increase your manifesting skills to create the life you desire
Gain confidence and clarity
Discovering your souls purpose
Attracting healthy relationships
Clearing self-sabotaging programs
Uncovering Past Lives
Improving your intuitive abilities
Increasing vitality
Moving forward in life at an accelerated rate
Building self mastery
And much, much more.

AKASHIC RECORDS READINGS
This involves accessing a person's soul records and communication with their own Higher
Aspects for Guidance and direction. Bring questions with you. Topics are unlimited and can
include...Past Lives, Soul Purpose, Career, Relationships, Health, Deceased Loved Ones,
Animals, Love, Children, etc.
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PSYCHIC LASER SESSIONS
Psychic Laser is an energy therapy in which the practitioner removes and repairs trauma and
damage in the auric layers surrounding the body. Things removed and repaired include: Past
Lives, tears in the magnetic web, chakra repair, implants, entities, deceased people, abuse, old
conditioning. Results are: a feeling of being light and clean, increased energy flow, greater
ability to manifest, clarity, emotional balance, centeredness, greater sense of positive
direction.
PSYCHIC LASER CLASS
Same as above, but for the Practitioner who desires to learn the procedure for their clients.
SOUL RETRIEVALS
This is a Native American method of journeying into the Upper, Middle, and Lower Worlds to
retrieve lost or stolen parts for a client and returning them to the client. The belief is that
when soul parts have been lost or stolen, the life force energy of a person is diminished,
leaving them susceptible to disease, decreased vitality, lack of purpose and direction, low selfesteem and motivation, possessions etc. By recovering these parts, a person's natural vital life
force energy is put back in place, giving them back the tools necessary to fulfill their life's
purpose.
TAROT READINGS
This is a reading for the client using the Tarot Cards as the tool.
TAROT CLASSES
One-day workshops designed to learn the interpretations of the
cards, how to do a reading, and how to heal with the cards.
Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced, and Healing Levels are
offered.
Aingeal Rose has also written an e-Book on learning the Tarot
entitled “Beginning Tarot”. It can be downloaded from here:
http://aingealrose.com/ebooks/

COMMUNICATION WITH FAIRY, NATURE SPIRITS, AND ELEMENTALS
This is a one day workshop designed to learn about these marvelous and very real beings,
their families, communities, and how they interact with us and how we can befriend them and
work in cooperation with them to produce harmony, joy, wonder, and powerful
manifestations in our lives.
HOUSE AND LAND CLEARINGS
This is energy work done on property or inside homes for the purpose of clearing and
transforming energetic blockages, spirit releasing, negative articles, etc. The results are like
giving land and home the opportunity to BREATHE and be free, sometimes after decades and
lifetimes!
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TESTIMONIALS
Karen - Sept 2007 Aingeal Rose is clearly tapped in! She acutely sees, feels, communicates
with the correct stream of consciousness and hands your information to you on a platinum
platter. I truly love her readings. Aingeal Rose can guide you to higher levels!
Kelli - June 2007 Aingeal Rose is an amazing woman and fantastic teacher/energy worker.
She is constantly finding better ways to improve the 'self' so she may teach these practices to
her students/clients. She is very understanding and shows unconditional love for her
students/clients providing an atmosphere conducive for substantial learning/healing. I highly
recommend Aingeal Rose for any endeavor you may be embarking upon.
Renee - August 2007 Renee hired Aingeal Rose as a holistic/metaphysical teacher and healer
several times in 1996. "Aingeal Rose is highly knowledgeable teacher of the metaphysical. She
is a highly gifted healer and intuitive as well as a teacher. She is excellent in all she does. I
highly recommend Aingeal Rose".
Linda - August 2007 Linda started hiring Aingeal Rose as a Holistic/Metaphysical Teacher in
1985 and continues to this day. Her summary - Aingeal is Personable, Expert and has High
Integrity. "Aingeal is an exceptional spiritual being with an expansive understanding of
universal law, who teaches and heals with boundless compassion, intuition, and wisdom. She
will inspire you, shift your perceptions, and bless your path with light. Whatever your goals
are, she will help you manifest them!
Mary - September 2007 Mary started classes with Aingeal Rose in 2003. "Aingeal has taught
me so much and is still a mentor for me. I advanced more in my self-actualization taking her
classes than in any other class. She helped me to see myself as I am and to accept and broaden
the gifts that Spirit gave me. Her classes hit home and make one think and delve into areas of
the self that need healing and releasing. Aingeal is the most gifted teacher/mentor I have had
in my journey of the self and metaphysical studies. She has given me the confidence to step
out into the world and use my gifts."
Derek - July 2007 I had an Akashic record reading from Aingeal Rose. I am a sternly rational,
well researched and skeptical person, and I have a higher standard than most for what I
choose to believe. Even so, I was deeply surprised and moved by my reading. For a long time I
have had many critical questions about me and my life, a couple regarding my anger and lack
of psychic ability. In my records there was information about my past lifetimes and my
present one which validated and/or explained how and who I have come to be emotionally,
spiritually, intellectually and physically. Like in many businesses, there are many people in
the metaphysical community taking advantage of people. I have personally experienced this
fraud, so I know when I have an impostor. If Aingeal was an impostor, not only would I have
not written this little piece, but Aingeal would have a story to tell you about how she once had
to kick an obnoxious non-believer out of her house. When shown the astonishing abilities of
people like Edgar Cayce, one must conclude that real psychics do indeed exist. Whether
people are cognizant of it or not, every single person on this planet is looking to find out who
they are, where they came from, and what they are doing here. If you don’t know where you
came from, how can you measure your progress? Someone would be very hard-pressed to
find answers of this quality without an Akashic reading. I sense now that wounds that I knew I
had but could not locate will begin to heal, and I now have a stronger, clearer, larger, and
much more powerful image of myself. If you feel you are ready, you should certainly have an
Akashic reading from Aingeal Rose. She is worthy of your trust.
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Recommended Links

Aingeal Rose & Ahonu's Podcast - http://honesttogodseries.com
Aingeal Rose's Fairies are here - http://aingealrose.com/blog/fairies/
See all our eBooks here - http://aingealrose.com/ebooks/
Our Holistic Ireland (HI) Website is here – http://holistic.ie
Our Spirit of Love Project (SOL) site is here – http://ahonu.com/
Our Spirit Art Gallery is here - http://ahonu.pixels.com
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